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Abstract

This paper addresses the problem of constructing test data sets from formal
specifications.
Starting from a notion of an ideal exhaustive test data set which is derived from
the notion of satisfaction of the formal specification, it is shown how to select by
refinements a practicable test set, i.e. computable, not rejecting correct programs
(unbiased), and accepting only correct programs (valid), assuming some hypothe-
ses.
The hypotheses play an important role: they formalize common test practices and
they express the gap between the success of the test and correctness ; the size of
the test set depends on the strength of the hypotheses.

The paper shows an application of this theory in the case of algebraic specifi-
cations and presents the actual procedures used to mechanically produce such test
sets, using Horn clause logic. These procedures are embedded in an interactive sys-
tem which, given some general hypotheses schemes and an algebraic specification,
produces a test set and the corresponding hypotheses.
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Introduction

Most the current methods and tools for software testing are based on the program to be
tested: they use some coverage criteria of the structure of the program (control flow graph,
data flow graph, call graph etc.). With the emergence of formal specification languages,
it becomes possible to also start from the specification to define some testing strategies
in a rigorous and formal framework. These strategies provide a formalization of the well
known “black-box testing” approaches. They have the interesting property of being in-
dependent of the program; thus they result in test data sets which remain unchanged
even when the program is modified. This is specially important for regression testing.
Moreover, such strategies allow to test if all the cases mentioned in the specification are
actually dealt with in the program. It is now generally agreed that “black-box” testing
and “white-box” testing are complementary.

This paper presents both a theoretical framework for testing programs against formal
specifications and a system, developed in PROLOG, which allows to select a test data set
from an algebraic specification and a testing strategy. All the “good” selection strategies,
as defined in the theory, are supported by the system.

The starting point of the theoretical framework is the notion of an ideal exhaustive
test set associated with the formal specification. The success of a program against this
exhaustive test set is stated to be a correctness reference (under some hypotheses to be
discussed later). Clearly, the definition of the exhaustive test set is determined by the
semantics of the kind of formal specification which is used.

This exhaustive test set is of course not usable in practice since it is (most of the
time) infinite and, moreover, not always decidable: there are some cases where it is not
possible to decide whether or not an execution returns a correct result, mainly for reasons
of observability. It is an aspect of the so called oracle problem. However, as said above,
the exhaustive test set provides a theoretical correctness reference, and we show how to
select, by successive refinements, test sets which are finite, decidable and keep some other
good properties of the exhaustive test set.

The crucial notion in the selection process is the concept of testing hypotheses, already
introduced in [3] for different purposes. Hypotheses represent and formalize common test
practices. Very roughly, when one chooses a finite test set T = {τ1, . . . , τn} satisfying
some criteria to test a property P (x), one assumes at least the following hypothesis:

[P (τ1) ∧ P (τ2) ∧ . . . ∧ P (τn)] =⇒ ∀x, P (x)

As a matter of fact, such an hypothesis is the result of the combination of several simpler
and more sensible hypotheses. These hypotheses are usually left implicit. We believe that
it is of first importance to make them explicit. Besides, we claim that they are a good
conceptual tool for the selection of test data sets: it seems sound to state first some gen-
eral hypotheses and then to select a test set corresponding to them. Actually, we propose
to build these hypotheses by combination and specialization of some general hypothesis
schemes.

Generally, stronger hypotheses will result in smaller test sets: the weakest hypotheses
are the ones associated with the exhaustive test data set; the strongest one is that the
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program under test is correct and it corresponds to . . . an empty test set. The practi-
cally interesting pairs of hypotheses and test sets are obviously somewhere between these
extremist views of testing. As usual in testing, the problem is to find a sound trade-off
between cost and quality considerations.

As soon as specifications are handled in a formal framework and the testing strategies
are expressed as hypotheses (i.e. formulas), one can consider the possibility of using
proof-oriented tools for the selection of test data sets. These tools depend on the kind of
formal specification in use: in this paper we present a tool based on “Horn clause logic”
which allows to deal with algebraic specifications and produces test sets corresponding to
the combination of some general hypothesis schemes. Our tool is even more elaborated
since it helps in the choice of hypotheses.

Let us come back to the oracle problem, i.e. how to decide whether or not a program
execution returns a correct result. The solutions to this problem depend both on the kind
of formal specification and of the program: a property required by the specification may
not be observable using the program under test. Most the formal specification methods
provide a way to express observability. In this case, the program is assumed to satisfy the
observability requirements (for instance to decide correctly the equality of two integers:
it is an oracle hypothesis), and, following the same approach as above, an exhaustive ob-
servable test set can be associated with the specification. Then, testing hypotheses are
used to select a finite subset of it. We present here such a solution in the framework of
algebraic specifications.

Summing up, the theoretical framework presented here introduces the important idea
that a test data set cannot be considered (or evaluated, or accepted, etc) independently
of some hypotheses and of an oracle. Thus we define a testing context as a triple (H,T,O)
where T is the test data set, H is a set of hypotheses and O an oracle. We then con-
struct some basic testing contexts (roughly, those corresponding to the ideal exhaustive
test sets mentioned above) and we provide some way for deriving from them practicable
testing contexts. Informally, a testing context (H,T,O) is practicable if: T is finite; O is
defined on all the test data in T; it rejects no correct programs (unbias); and, assuming
the hypotheses H, it accepts only correct programs (validity).

The paper is organized as follows:

• Section 1 introduces the general concepts and some theoretical results for a large
class of formal specifications.

• Section 2 specializes the results of Section 1 to the case of structured algebraic
specifications. It is shown that observability issues are crucial for the oracle problem.
Besides, some fundamental hypotheses such as uniformity hypothesis or regularity
hypothesis are introduced.

• Section 3 discusses the way these hypotheses can be combined.

• Section 4 presents the basic techniques which are used in the system. They are
mainly extensions of equational logic programming

• Section 5 describes the system and the way it makes it possible to implement the
strategies corresponding to the practicable testing contexts defined in Section 2.
Moreover, the treatment of an example is reported.
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1 Formal specifications and testing

1.1 Testing a program against its formal specification

In this first part, we consider that a specification is a set of formulas, written using a fixed
set of logical connectors, and some operation names of a signature Σ. A program, which
is supposed to implement the specification, provides a way of computing (for instance a
function, a procedure) for each operation name of the signature Σ. These rather flexible
definitions embeds various approaches of formal specifications such as temporal logic,
algebraic specifications, etc1.

Let SP be a formal specification and P be a program. It is possible to verify (by testing
or by proving) the adequacy or inadequacy of P with respect to SP if the semantics of
P and SP are expressible in some common framework. This role is ensured here by the
concept of an interpretation for a given signature: intuitively a Σ-interpretation is a set of
values plus, for each name in the signature Σ, an operation of the relevant arity on these
values. We consider that the semantics of SP is a class of Σ-interpretations, and that P
defines a Σ-interpretation. Then, the question of the correctness of P with respect to SP
becomes: does the Σ-interpretation defined by P belong to the class of the interpretations
of SP?

More precisely, a formal specification method is given by a syntax and a semantics.

• The syntax is defined by a notion of signature. With each signature Σ is associated
a set of sentences ΦΣ. ΦΣ contains all the well-formed formulas built on Σ, some
variables, and some logical connectives.

• The semantics is defined by a class of Σ-interpretations, IntΣ, and a validation
predicate on IntΣ × ΦΣ denoted by |=. For each Σ-interpretation A and for each
formula φ, “A |= φ” should be read as “A validates φ”.

In this framework, a formal specification is a pair SP = (Σ, Ax) such that Ax is a (finite)
subset of ΦΣ.

Notation: the class of interpretations validating SP is called the class of
models of SP and is denoted by Mod(SP ):

Mod(SP ) = { A ∈ IntΣ | A |= Ax }

The notions of signature, sentence, interpretation, and validation depend on the kind of
formal specification, for instance algebraic specifications, temporal logic,. . .

What does it mean to test a program P against a Σ-formula φ(X)? As said above, φ(X)
is a well-formed composition of logical connectives, operation names of Σ, and variables
in X. Running a test of φ(X) consists of replacing the variables of X by some constants,
computing by P the operations of Σ which occur in φ and checking that the results
returned by P satisfy the property required by the connectives.
For instance, let f, g, h, a, b belong to Σ, let ∨ be a connective, x,y some variables; and
φ(x, y) the following formula:

( f(x, y) = g(x) ) ∨ ( f(x, y) = h(y) )

1The readers familiar with Goguen and Burstall institutions will recognize a simplified version of them.
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Let us note fP , gP , ... the functions computed by P for f, g, ... . A test data for the
formula above is:

( f(a, b) = g(a) ) ∨ ( f(a, b) = h(b) )

Running this test consists of computing the three values fP (aP , bP ), gP (aP ), hP (bP ) and
checking that the first one is equal either to the second one, or to the third one.

This view of program testing is just a generalization of the classical way of running tests,
where the program is executed for a given input, and the result is accepted or rejected:
in this case, the formula is the input-output relation required for the program.

We call a test data set of a Σ-formula φ(X) a set of instances of φ(X). As usual, when a
finite test data set of reasonable size is successful, the program correctness is not ensured
and when a test is not successful, we know that the program is not correct. As indicated
in the introduction, this fact is expressed in our framework by hypotheses:
given a formal specification SP and a program P, the test data selection problem consists
of stating some hypotheses H and to select some test data set T such that:

H + Success(T ) =⇒ Correctness(P, SP ).

When we get Success(T ) with an incorrect program, it means that the program does not
meet the hypotheses H. The implication above is similar to the completeness criteria of
Goodenough and Gehrart [14]: for every incorrect program that meets the hypotheses H,
the test set T must fail.

In the discussion above, the oracle problem is hidden behind the notation Success. The
oracle is some decision process, formalized by the predicate Success, which should be able
to decide, for each elementary test τ in T if τ is successful or not when submitted to the
program P. Providing such an oracle is not trivial at all ([32][33]) and may be impossible
for some test data sets. Thus, the existence of Success must be taken into account, as
well as the hypotheses H, when selecting a test data set T.

1.2 Testing contexts

Definition: let P be the program under test and let SP = (Σ, Ax) be its
formal specification. A testing context is a triple (H,T,Success) where:

• H is a set of hypotheses about the interpretation AP associated with P.
(This means that H describes a subset ModΣ(H) of IntΣ: the set of
Σ-interpretations “validating H ”)

• T is a subset of ΦΣ; T is called a “test data set” and each element τ of
T is called an “elementary test”

• the Success oracle is a partial predicate on ΦΣ; for each formula (think
“each elementary test”) φ in ΦΣ, either Success(φ) is undefined either it
decides if φ is successful in AP .

This definition is very general and calls for some comments.
Success can be shown as a procedure using the program P: one should write SuccessP (P
and SP are implicit parameters of all the testing context).
It may seem surprising that test data sets can contain formulas with variables. Of course,
our aim is to select test sets which are: executable (i.e. some set of ground formulas),
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finite, and as we will see later, instances of the axioms of SP. However, the definition above
is useful because it allows to build testing contexts by refinements. A good starting point
of what we call the “testing elaboration process” is the triple (“AP is a Σ-interpretation”
, AxSP , undef ) where undef is the never defined predicate (as for test sets, more sensible
oracles are built by refinements). This initial testing context means that one wants to test
the axioms of the specification, the oracle is not defined at all, and the hypothesis “AP is
a Σ-interpretation” simply means that each required functionality has been implemented
(not necessarily correctly implemented). This hypothesis is equivalent to ModΣ(H) =
IntΣ.

The goal is to refine this initial testing context in order to get a practicable testing con-
text. In the rest of this subsection, we give a sufficient condition to obtain practicability.
Let us first formally define what is practicability.

Definitions: let (H,T,Success) be a testing context. Let us note D(Success)
the definition domain of Success.

1. (H,T,Success) has an oracle means that:

• T is finite2

• If AP validates H, then T is included in D(Success)

2. (H,T,Success) is practicable means that:

• (H,T,Success) has an oracle

• If AP validates H then Success(T ) ⇐⇒ AP |= Ax
where Success(T) denotes “Success(τ) for all τ in T”3.

We need to define some more properties on test data sets and oracles. These properties
are sufficient conditions for practicability: “unbias” properties avoid rejection of correct
programs; “validity” properties ensure that, assuming the hypothesis H, any incorrect
program is discarded.

Definitions:

1. The test data set T is valid means that:
If AP validates H then

AP |= T =⇒ AP |= AxSP

2. The oracle Success is valid means that:
If AP validates H then

∀φ ∈ D(Success), Success(φ) =⇒ AP |= φ

3. The test data set T is unbiased means that:
If AP validates H then

AP |= Ax =⇒ AP |= T

2Actually, one should ask for T to be “of reasonable size”
3Success(T) is defined if (H,T,Success) has an oracle.
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4. The oracle Success is unbiased means that:
If AP validates H then

∀φ ∈ D(Success), AP |= φ =⇒ Success(φ)

A test data set is unbiased if and only if it contains only formulas which are theorems
provable from the axioms of the specification. Equivalently, this means that a testing
context should never require properties about the program which can discard correct
programs.

The sufficient condition for practicability of testing contexts is given by the following
fundamental fact.

Fact: let (H,T,Success) be a testing context. If (H,T,Success) has an or-
acle and T and Success are both valid and unbiased, then (H,T,Success) is
practicable.

The proof is trivial. However, this fact is fundamental since it justifies the testing elab-
oration process: the initial testing context presented above is valid and unbiased; in the
following subsection we give a refinement criterion which preserves validity; and in Section
2 we give another criterion, for algebraic specifications, which preserves unbias.
Consequently, practicability is ensured providing that we stop the refinement process
when the triple (H,T,Success) has an oracle.

1.3 The refinement preorder

In this subsection, we define the refinement preorder and we show how it makes it possible
to build only valid testing contexts.

Definition: let TC1 = (H1, T1, Success1) and TC2 = (H2, T2, Success2) be
two testing contexts. TC2 refines TC1, denoted by TC1 ≤ TC2, means that:

• “the hypotheses about the program under test may increase”

ModΣ(H2) ⊆ ModΣ(H1)

or equivalently H2 =⇒ H1

• “under the hypotheses H2, T2 reveals as many errors as T1 does”

∀AP ∈ModΣ(H2), AP |= T2 =⇒ AP |= T1

• “under the hypotheses H2, the oracle Success2 is more defined than, and
consistent with Success1”

If AP validates H2 then
D(Success1) ⊆ D(Success2) and

∀φ ∈ D(Success1), Success2(φ) =⇒ Success1(φ)

The refinement criterion is clearly a preorder4 relation. Thus, it allows to built test-
ing contexts incrementally (because of the transitivity). Let (H,T,Success) be a testing
context; we have the following results.

4it is not anti-symmetric
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Fact: T is valid if

(“AP is a Σ-interpretation”,AxSP ,undef) ≤ (H,T,Success)

(The proof results directly from the definitions.) This fact is important because (“AP is
a Σ-interpretation”,AxSP ,undef) is the starting point of our testing context refinement
process; thus, the validity of T is always ensured.

Fact: Success is valid if

(“AP is a Σ-interpretation”,∅,[AP |= ]|D(Success)) ≤ (H,T,Success)

where [AP |= ]|D(Success) is the restriction of the formal validation predicate
to the definition domain of Success.

(The proof results directly from the definitions.) We show in section 2 how to built oracles
which trivially meet this property.

In this framework, the oracle is a decision procedure of the validity of the statement:
AP |= φ. In most the cases, there is only a subset of the Σ-formulas φ such that this
statement is practically decidable (see Section 2.3). We call observable those formulas
such that AP |= φ is trivially decidable for every program P. The oracle problem is
then reduced either to select only observable tests (in that case the unbias property is
trivial) either to extend observability by modifying the program under test, i.e. by adding
procedures to P. However, this last solution is not always safe since the extensions may give
biased results. In this paper we only consider the first solution. There are other possible
approaches, for instance to require any program under test to be “fully observable”, i.e.
to provide sufficient functionalities for deciding all the properties in its specification. This
is related to the general problem of design for testability which obviously requires further
research.
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2 Algebraic specifications and testing

In the rest of this paper, we consider a special case of formal specifications: the theory of
algebraic abstract data types. Section 2.1 recalls the main definitions; Section 2.2 shows
that valid and unbiased test data sets can be selected from the so-called “exhaustive”
test data set; Section 2.3 explains how the oracle problem can be handled and Section 2.4
proves that it is sufficient to select elementary tests reduced to a simpler form, namely
ground equalities. This justifies that our system generates such simpler elementary tests
selected from the exhaustive test data set.

2.1 Algebraic specifications

In the framework of algebraic specifications, a signature Σ is: a finite set S of sorts (i.e.
type-names) and a finite set of operation-names with arity in S. The corresponding class
of algebras AlgΣ is defined as follows: a Σ-algebra is a heterogeneous set A partitioned
as A = {As}s∈S, and with, for each operation-name “op : s1 × ...× sn → s” in Σ, a total
function opA : As1

× ... × Asn
→ As. Σ-algebras correspond to the Σ-interpretations of

part 1. The formulas of ΦΣ are positive conditional equations of the form:

(v1 = w1 ∧ ... ∧ vk = wk) =⇒ v = w

where vi, wi, v and w are Σ-terms with variables (k ≥ 0). An algebra A validates (|=) such
a formula if and only if for each variable assignment σ with range in A, if σ(vi) = σ(wi)
for all i then σ(v) = σ(w) (as in [1]).
Moreover, specifications are structured: a specification module ∆SP = (∆Σ,∆Ax) uses
some imported specifications SPi = (Σi, Axi) such that SP = ∆SP + (union of SPi)
is a (bigger) specification. The signature Σ of SP is the disjoint union of ∆Σ and the
union of the Σi; the set of axioms Ax of SP is the union of ∆Ax and the Axi. For example,
a List specification over the imported specification of natural numbers can be expressed
as follows:

∆NATLIST uses NAT /* Here ∆NAT uses BOOLEAN */

∆S = { NatList }
SObs = { Nat, Bool }

∆Σ =

empty : → NatList
cons : Nat ∗ NatList → NatList
sorted : NatList → Boolean
insert : Nat ∗ NatList → NatList

Generators: empty, cons

∆Ax =

sorted(empty) = true
sorted(cons(N1, empty)) = true

sorted(cons(N1, cons(N2, L))) = and(≤(N1, N2), sorted(cons(N2, L)))

insert(N1, empty) = cons(N1, empty)
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≤(N1, N2) = true =⇒ insert(N1, cons(N2, L)) = cons(N1, cons(N2, L))
≤(N1, N2) = false =⇒ insert(N1, cons(N2, L)) = cons(N2, insert(N1, L))

where N1 and N2 are variables of sort Nat, L of sort NatList.

Note that, given a structured specification SP, a subset SObs of observable sorts is dis-
tinguished among the sorts (Nat and Bool in the example). In our case, these observable
sorts are specified by imported predefined specifications. They correspond to the observ-
able primitive types of the used programming language; in particular for every program
P, we assume that there are built-in equality predicates which are correct and defined on
the observable sorts.
We also declare a set of generators included in ∆Σ. This means that every element of an
algebra validating the specification must be denotable by a ground term built on those
generators. For example, every list must be denotable by a composition of empty and
cons.
Lastly, let us remark that the uses mechanism is transitive: if A uses B and B uses C then
A uses C. This transitive view of imports is not the most common one in programming
languages, but it is the most common one in specification languages.

2.2 The exhaustive test set

Of course, all the results of Section 1 remain for the particular case of structured algebraic
specifications. In particular, given a testing context (H,T,Success), an elementary test of
T can be any positive conditional equation. This subsection proves that it is possible to
select only ground instances of them without loosing validity. Moreover, in that case, we
show that the unbias property is easily obtained.

Definition: given a specification ∆SP , the exhaustive test data set,
ExhaustSP , is the set of all ground instances of all the axioms of ∆SP .

ExhaustSP = {σ(φ) | φ ∈ ∆Ax , range(σ) = WΣ}

where WΣ is the set of ground terms on Σ.

Our first result about ExhaustSP is that it allows to select test data sets which are never
biased. Remember that it was difficult to practically ensure this property in the general
case of formal specifications (Section 1).

Fact: let (H,T,Success) be a testing context.
If T ⊆ ExhaustSP then T is unbiased.

(This fact results directly from the definitions.)

The Σ-adequacy hypothesis defined below means that the program under test only exports
the specified operations (i.e. there are no exported operations which are not specified).
Under this non restrictive hypothesis ExhaustSP always produces valid test data sets via
testing context refinements.

Definition: let AP be the algebra associated with P.

AdequatΣ(AP ) ⇐⇒ AP is a finitely generated Σ-algebra
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(a Σ-algebra A is finitely generated if every value of A is denotable by a ground
Σ-term.)

Fact: let (H,T,Success) be a testing context.
If (H, T, Success) ≥ (AdequatΣ, ExhaustSP , undef) then T is valid.

This fact results from:
(“AP is a Σ-algebra”,Ax∆SP ,undef) ≤ (AdequatΣ,ExhaustSP ,undef)

and from the validity fact of Section 1.3.

In particular the exhaustive test data set is valid; but unfortunately it is generally
infinite. The previous facts mean that the testing context refinement process can be
reduced to “add hypotheses in order to select a finite (pertinent) subset of ExhaustSP .”

Let us show on an example what kind of hypotheses can be used. Let us treat the
axiom

≤(N1, N2) = true =⇒ insert(N1, cons(N2, L)) = cons(N1, cons(N2, L))

One has to select instances of the list variable L and instances of the natural number
variables N1 and N2. A first idea can be to bound the size of the list terms substituting
L. This can be obtained via the general schema of regularity hypothesis.

Regularity hypothesis: let φ(L) be a formula involving a variable L of a
sort s ∈ ∆S. Let |t|s be a complexity measure on the terms t of sort s (for
instance the number of operations of sort s ∈ ∆Σ occurring in t). Let k be a
positive integer. A regularity hypothesis of level k, Regulφ,k(AP ), is expressed
as follows:

(∀t ∈WΣ)( |t|s ≤ k ⇒ AP |= φ(t) ) =⇒ (∀t ∈WΣ)( AP |= φ(t) )

where WΣ is the set of all ground Σ-terms.

For example, a regularity level 3 allows to select the following instances of L:

L = empty
L = cons(N3, empty)
L = insert(N3, empty)
L = cons(N4, cons(N3, empty))
L = insert(N4, cons(N3, empty))
L = cons(N4, insert(N3, empty))
L = insert(N4, insert(N3, empty))

The corresponding refinement of the testing context is obtained by adding the regularity
hypothesis of level 3 to H, and by replacing the previous axiom by the seven axioms
related to those seven instances of L. Consequently, only variables of sort natural number
remain: N1, N2, N3 and N4.
The four instances of L involving the operation insert seem to be less relevant than those
involving only cons and empty because cons and empty generate all the list values. Let
us note ∆Ω the set of generators. The operations of ∆Σ−∆Ω, such as insert, are called
defined operations. Here, the treated axiom is one of the three defining axioms of insert
in NATLIST.
Instances of L involving only generators of the sort s of L can be selected via the so called
Ω-regularity hypothesis.
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Ω-Regularity hypothesis: let W∆Ω+Σ1...+Σn
be the set of the Σ-terms which

do not contain defined operations (Σi are the imported signatures). Let |t|s
be a complexity measure defined on those terms of sort s. A Ω-regularity
hypothesis of level k is expressed as follows:

(∀t ∈W∆Ω+Σ1...+Σn
)( |t|s ≤ k ⇒ AP |= φ(t) ) =⇒ (∀t ∈WΣ)( AP |= φ(t) )

Then, a regularity level 3 allows to select only the three interesting instances of L. In our
system, we mainly use a Ω-regularity hypothesis for each sort of ∆S and the user can
choose the level k.

At this stage in the example, the test selection problem is reduced to the replacement of
the variables of sort natural number by ground terms. In the general case, after a finite
number of regularity hypotheses, only variables belonging to imported sorts remain.
The replacement of these variables by ground terms can be obtained “by brute force”
using uniformity hypothesis.

Uniformity hypothesis: let φ(V) be a formula involving a variable V of
imported sort s. A uniformity hypothesis, Unifφ(AP ), is expressed as follows:

(∀v0 ∈WΩ,s)( AP |= φ(v0) =⇒ [∀v ∈WΣ,s][AP |= φ(v)] )

Such an hypothesis means that if a formula is true for some value v0 then it is always true
... This is a strong hypothesis, and it may seem unreasonable at first glance. However, it
states explicitly what is often assumed when testing a program.

Of course, a uniformity hypothesis should not be applied directly to conditional axioms
because one has few chance to validate the precondition of the axiom. For example, the
formula

≤(N1, N2) = true =⇒ insert(N1, cons(N2, empty)) = cons(N1, cons(N2, empty))

could becomes

≤(2, 0) = true =⇒ insert(2, cons(0, empty)) = cons(2, cons(0, empty))

which is not relevant since ≤(2, 0) is false. Thus, uniformity hypothesis must be used
carefully. We often use uniformity on appropriate subdomains. We show in Section 3 how
we automatically derive these uniformity subdomains.

The modularity of the specification is crucial here. The choice of the hypotheses is
guided by the specification structure: the regularity hypotheses are made for the sorts
specified by ∆SP while the uniformity hypotheses are made for the imported sorts.

2.3 The oracle

In this subsection, we show how the oracle problem can be handled using observability
issues. Some more elaborated solutions are described in [4].

Assuming that a finite test data set T has been selected from ExhaustSP , an elemen-
tary test is of the form:

(t1 = u1 ∧ ... ∧ tk = uk) =⇒ t = u
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where ti, ui, t and u are ground Σ-terms. The oracle problem is reduced to decide suc-
cess/failure of equalities between ground terms, because the truth tables of ∧ and =⇒
can then be used to decide success/failure of the whole conditional axiom.
As already pointed out in [3], such a decision is not always trivial. For example, let P im-
plements stacks by arrays: push records the element at range height and increments height,
pop simply decreases height. Suppose the oracle has to decide if pop(push(3, empty)) and
empty give the same stack after their executions via P. There is an observability problem
which, indeed, is a concrete equality problem: these stacks get two distinct array represen-
tations (because 3 has been recorded in the array for the first stack) but they are abstractly
equal (as the common height is 0). Thus Success(pop(push(3, empty)) = empty) must
be decided via some carefully elaborated method.

We may add new procedures to the program, extracting the concrete representations and
computing the abstract equalities. However the added procedures may alter the program
behaviour, they must be proved or tested; moreover, if they are added into the program
code, some of the advantages of black-box testing are lost. A better solution could be to
replace each test [t=u] by a set of tests of the form [C(t)=C(u)] obtained by surrounding
t and u with some well chosen observable contexts C.
For the stack example, assuming that integers and elements are observable, t=u seems
to be equivalent to the observable following equalities: [height(t) = height(u)], [top(t) =
top(u)], [top(pop(t)) = top(pop(u))] . . . [top(popheight−1(t)(t)) = top(popheight−1(t)(u))].
Here the observable contexts are height( ) and the top(popi( )) such that 0 ≤ i <
height(t). Unfortunately identifying such a minimal set of contexts is undecidable in
the general case (see [30], page 8). Besides, when testing “big” stacks, this leads to an
impracticable number of observable tests.

But the situation is even worst: when we think that height( ) and top(popi( )) are suffi-
cient, we implicitly assume that we manipulate (more or less) stacks. But this fact is just
what we check when testing !

Counter-example: we sketch here a program which does not validate this
implicit hypothesis. The “bug” is that top returns the height when applied
to a term t of the particular form t=push(x,pop(...)); for every other term t,
top(t) returns the correct value.
A “stack” is implemented by a record <array,height,foo> where
<array,height> is the usual correct implementation and foo records the num-
ber of push performed since the last pop (and the empty stack is initialized
with foo=2). [We ignore the exceptional cases of pop and top when the stack
is empty, it is not of interest here ...].

proc emptystack();

stack.height := 0 ; stack.foo := 2 ;;

proc push(x:natural);

stack.array[stack.height] := x ;

stack.height := stack.height+1 ; stack.foo := stack.foo+1 ;;

proc pop();

if (stack.height > 0) then

{ stack.height := stack.height-1 ; stack.foo := 0 } ;;
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proc top();

if (stack.foo = 1) then return stack.height /* the bug */

else if (stack.height > 0) then

return stack.array[stack.height] ;;

The terms t=push(1,emptystack) and u=pop(push(2,push(1,emptystack)))
are distinguishable because top(push(0,t))=0 (as foo=4) and
top(push(0,u))=2 (as foo=1). Nevertheless the contexts top(popi( )) are un-
able to distinguish t from u (as foo is never equal to 1 for those contexts),
leading to an oracle which never detects that t6=u.

So, we get the depressing result that the only credible alternative is to consider the set of
all observable contexts... which is infinite (consequently impracticable).

A first idea is to follow a similar approach as for test selection: we may add ora-
cle hypotheses in order to reduce this infinite set of contexts to a finite one, SC, with
informally:

Oracle hypotheses and success(SC) =⇒ success of the original elementary test

Remark: let us consider the following oracle hypothesis:
“for all stacks t and u, if height(t)=height(u) and top(popi(t)) = top(popi(u))
for i=0..height(t)-1 then t=u”
This hypothesis makes it posssible to reduce the infinite set of all contexts to
the finite usual one: height( ) and top(popi( )).
The advantage of our approach is that the oracle hypothesis is explicitly men-
tioned. Moreover, for “big” stacks, a more powerful hypothesis can allow to
select only a subset of all these tops. In such cases, the counter-example given
above does not meet the oracle hypothesis and our black-box approach does
not reveal the bug. Notice that any complementary white-box testing would
find it (see the introduction).

The idea of adding oracle hypotheses works when deciding equalities which appear in
the conclusion of the tested conditional axioms. If the program under test does not meet
the oracle hypothesis then the oracle may accept wrong results, but this permissivity is
just expressed by the hypothesis. Thus the validity of the testing context is not lost.
Unfortunately, if the equality appears in the precondition, for instance

t = u =⇒ concl ,

then one get a biased oracle! This is due to the fact that t=u may be successful according
to the oracle hypotheses, but not valid. In that case one would require for concl to be
true, in spite of the fact that concl is not required according to the formal validation
predicate.

Fortunately a solution exists when the preconditions of all the axioms of SP belong to
observable sorts only (which is the case for most specifications). Let us recall (Section 2.1)
that there is a subset SObs ⊆ S with implemented built-in correct equality predicates,
denoted by {eqs}s∈SObs

.
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We first define the “minimal hypothesis” which formalizes the properties of the observable
sorts, then we define the exhaustive observable test data set ObsSP . Finally, we show that
this data set allows to produce valid and unbiased oracles, in a similar way as ExhaustSP

does for test data set without oracle.

Definition: the “minimal hypothesis”, Mini(AP ), is the conjunction of
AdequatΣ(AP ) and the following:
for any ground equality t=u, if the sort s of t and u belongs to SObs then

AP |= t = u ⇐⇒ AP |= eqs(t, u) ⇐⇒ SP ⊢ t = u

(where “⊢” stands for equational reasoning and structural induction5) else

AP |= t = u ⇐⇒ AP |= eqs(C(t), C(u)) for all observable contexts C

This minimal hypothesis reflects the classical notion of correctness up to behavioural
equivalence (as defined in [20, 31] or [18] for instance).

In the rest of this paper we assume that SP contains only axioms of the form (L =⇒ R)
where L is observable (or empty). Thus, the exhaustive test data set ExhaustSP contains
elementary tests of the form (L =⇒ t = u) where L contains only ground equalities of
observable sorts. Of course, the problem of bias mentioned before does not remain since
the built-in observable equality predicates are correct (from Mini).

Definition: the exhaustive observable test data set is the set ObsSP whose
elements are the ground formulas [L =⇒ C(t) = C(u)] such that (L =⇒
t = u) is element of ExhaustSP and C is any observable context over the sort
of t=u.

The following definition and results show that one can reach practicability by selecting a
finite subset of ObsSP . This gives a solution to our problem.

Definition: SuccessObs is the oracle defined as follows: SuccessObs coin-
cides with the implemented built-in predicates eqs for all ground equalities
of observable sort s ∈ SObs; SuccessObs uses the truth tables of ∧ and =⇒
in a straightforward manner for conditional axioms involving only observable
ground equalities; and SuccessObs is undefined otherwise.

Lemma: for any testing context of the form (H, T, SuccessObs) such that
H =⇒ Mini, the oracle SuccessObs is valid and unbiased.

This results from the facts that the truth tables of =⇒ and ∧ are correct and complete
with respect to the validation predicate and that the hypothesis Mini implies that each
eqs is valid, unbiased and defined for all observable ground equalities.

Lemma:

(AdequatΣ, ExhaustSP , undef) ≤ (Mini, ObsSP , undef)

In particular ObsSP is a valid test data set under the hypothesis Mini.

5Note that equational reasoning and structural induction is correct and complete for ground equations
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(The proof results directly from the definitions)

Fact: if (H,T,Success) is a testing context such that:

• (H, T, Success) ≥ (Mini, ObsSP , SuccessObs)

• T ⊆ ObsSP and T is finite

• Success = SuccessObs ,

then (H,T,Success) is practicable.

Proof: from the last fact of Section 1.2 it is sufficient to show that (H,T,Success) has an
oracle, T and Success are unbiased, T and Success are valid.
Since Obs involves only observable ground conditional equalities and Mini implies that
eqs is defined on every observable ground equality, the fact that H is stronger than Mini
implies that the definition domain of SuccessObs contains ObsSP . Consequently since T
is a finite subset of ObsSP , (H, T, SuccessObs) has an oracle.
Since ExhaustSP is unbiased and ObsSP is built from ExhaustSP by adding contexts,
ObsSP remain unbiased.
The validity of T results from the inequality given in the previous fact and from the first
fact of Section 1.3.
Moreover SuccessObs is unbiased and valid from the previous fact. This ends the proof.

From the theoretical point of view, the previous fact is fundamental because it gives
useful sufficient conditions to solve the test selection and oracle problems. From now
on, one can consider only elementary tests of the form [L =⇒ R] where all the equal-
ities occurring in L and R are observable (consequently decidable). Our last theoretical
improvement is to show that one can skip the elementary tests such that L is not satisfied.

2.4 Reducing test to equalities

Let us consider a test of the form [L =⇒ R] such that L contains only observable ground
equalities and R is a ground equality. Let us assume that L is not satisfied by the program
under test. From the truth table of =⇒, [false =⇒ R] is always true. It follows that
the elementary test [L =⇒ R] has no chance to reveal any error of the program; thus
it is (at least intuitively) useless (see Section 1.1). Consequently it is of first interest to
select only elementary tests of the form [L =⇒ R] such that L is true. This means that,
given a conditional axiom of ∆SP

(v1 = w1 ∧ ... ∧ vk = wk) =⇒ v = w ,

one should select instances of the variables which satisfy the precondition (v1 = w1 ∧
... ∧ vk = wk). It is the reason why an equational resolution procedure a la PROLOG is
needed for automatizing test selection (see sections 4 and 5).
Now, let us assume that the precondition L is true. From the truth table of =⇒, [true =⇒
R] is always equivalent to R alone. It follows that submitting [L =⇒ R] is useless, it
is sufficient to submit R to the program under test. Consequently, assuming that the
specification allows to decide whether the precondition is true or false, our system can
select only instances of

(v1 = w1 ∧ ... ∧ vk = wk) =⇒ v = w ,
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satisfying (v1 = w1 ∧ ... ∧ vk = wk) and produce only the related instances of v=w .

The only difficulty is that “L is true with respect to the specification” is a priori not
equivalent to “L is true with respect to the program.” Indeed, the following definition
and results prove that there is no problem.

Definition: the exhaustive equational test data set is the set EqExhSP whose
elements are the ground equalities [t=u] such that:
(t1 = u1 ∧ ... ∧ tk = uk =⇒ t = u) is element of ExhaustSP and each
equality ti = ui is provable from the specification (using equational reasoning
and structural induction).

Fact: let (H,T,Success) be a testing context. If T ⊆ EqExhSP then T is
unbiased.

Proof: let us remind that if T only contains theorems of SP then it is unbiased (Section
1.2). By definition, EqExhSP only contains theorems of the axioms of SP (because
equational reasoning and structural induction is correct), which implies the fact.

Fact: let (H,T,Success) be a testing context. Let us assume that ∆SP con-
tains only axioms whose preconditions are observable.
If (H, T, Success) ≥ (Mini, EqExhSP , undef) then T is valid.

Proof: from the validity fact of Section 2.2 and by transitivity of “≥”, it is sufficient to
prove that:

(Mini, EqExhSP , undef) ≥ (AdequatΣ, ExhaustSP , undef)

Thus it is sufficient to prove:

∀ AP ∈Mod(Mini) , AP |= EqExhSP =⇒ AP |= ExhaustSP

Let us assume that AP validates Mini and that AP |= EqExhSP . Let (t1 = u1 ∧ ...∧ tk =
uk =⇒ t = u) be an elementary test τ of ExhaustSP ; one has to prove that AP |= τ .
Since AP validates Mini and ti = ui is observable for every i = 1..k, two cases are possible:

• AP |= eqsi
(ti, ui) for every i = 1..k. In that case, [t = u] belongs to EqExhSP

because SP ⊢ ti = ui from the Mini hypothesis. Consequently, since AP |=
EqExhSP , AP |= t = u, which implies that AP |= τ .

• there exists i such that AP does not validate eqsi
(ti, ui). In that case, AP does

not validate ti = ui (from the Mini hypothesis). Consequently, AP |= τ (as the
precondition of τ is not true).

The two previous facts prove that it is sufficient to submit equational elementary test
instead of conditional ones. In fact it is possible to select only equational observable
elementary tests, as stated below:

Definition: the exhaustive observable equational test data set is the set
EqObsSP whose elements are the ground equalities [t=u] such that:
(t1 = u1 ∧ ... ∧ tk = uk =⇒ t = u) is element of ObsSP and each equal-
ity ti = ui is a theorem of the specification (using equational reasoning and
structural induction).
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Fact: let us assume that ∆SP contains only axioms whose preconditions are
observable. If (H,T,Success) is a testing context such that:

• (H, T, Success) ≥ (Mini, EqObsSP , {eqs}s∈SObs
)

• T ⊆ EqObsSP and T is finite

• Success = {eqs}s∈SObs

then (H,T,Success) is practicable.

Proof: EqObsSP can be also obtained from EqExhSP as follows: the elements of
EqObsSP are the ground equations of the form C(t) = C(u) such that t = u is ele-
ment of EqExhSP .

?

with
provable

equations

preconditions

?

with
equations

provable
preconditions

-

-

EqObsSPEqExhSP

ObsSPExhaustSP

adding contexts

adding contexts

The previous fact can be proved in a similar way as the fact of Section 2.3 above (by
replacing ExhaustSP and ObsSP by EqExhSP and EqObsSP respectively).

These results provide some guidelines for the selection of test data sets for a specifi-
cation module ∆SP : the problem is to select a finite subset of EqObsSP . As we already
said, the reduction of EqObsSP to a finite subset is obtained by stating regularity (or Ω-
regularity) hypotheses on the defined sorts, uniformity hypotheses on the imported sorts
and oracle hypotheses for the observable contexts. The previous fact proves that the
resulting testing contexts are practicable. However, we have seen that the composition of
these hypotheses must be done carefully: we gave an example with a conditional axiom
in Section 2.2. Indeed, we are faced to a more general problem which is discussed below.
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3 Choice of regularity and uniformity hypotheses

3.1 The problem

Putting together uniformity hypotheses and regularity hypotheses is not straightforward.
Brute uniformity hypotheses turn out to be too strong, in some cases for equations and
in most the cases for conditional axioms. By too strong, we mean that some obviously
relevant cases are not tested under these hypotheses.

An instance of the problem for a conditional axiom has been given in section 2.2:
applying uniformity hypotheses on some sorts consists of assigning arbitrary values to the
variables of these sorts ; this can result in an instance of the axiom where the precondition
is false ; thus testing this instance is meaningless. In this case, the uniformity hypotheses
must not be made on the whole domains of the variables, but on a subdomain which is
the validity domain of the precondition.

The notion of uniformity subdomain is not only useful for conditional axioms, but
also, even if it is less obvious, for equations. Let us consider the following equation of the
specification of lists of natural numbers :

sorted(cons(N1, cons(N2, L))) = and( ≤(N1, N2), sorted(cons(N2, L)))

Ω-regularity hypothesis of level 2 on lists yields the following set of instances:

1. sorted(cons(N1, cons(N2, empty)))
= and( ≤(N1, N2), sorted(cons(N2, empty)))

2. sorted(cons(N1, cons(N2, cons(N3, empty))))
= and( ≤(N1, N2), sorted(cons(N2, cons(N3, empty))))

A uniformity hypothesis on natural numbers would result in two ground equations (the
remaining Nat variables are replaced by some ground terms). It has good chance to result
in a test data set where some interesting cases in the definition are not covered. For
instance:

sorted(cons(5, cons(3, empty))) = and( ≤(5, 3), sorted(cons(3, empty)))

sorted(cons(4, cons(2, cons(6, empty)))) = and( ≤(4, 2), sorted(cons(2, cons(6, empty))))

Indeed, a better coverage should at least reach the following cases:

• ≤(N1, N2) = true ∧ sorted(N2, L) = true

• ≤(N1, N2) = true ∧ sorted(N2, L) = false

• ≤(N1, N2) = false ∧ sorted(N2, L) = true

• ≤(N1, N2) = false ∧ sorted(N2, L) = false

(In the test data set above, only the third case is covered). These four cases define four
subdomains for the tested axiom. These subdomains come from the decomposition of
the definition of sorted and from the properties of and. Uniformity hypotheses on these
subdomains can be made; in that case, they are called uniformity subdomains. However,
the decompositions could be continued using the axioms of ≤ or the defining axioms of
sorted (including the one under test).
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3.2 Decomposition of subdomains by unfolding defined

operations

What we have done above is a decomposition of the domain of sorted. In this subsection
we describe how to decompose defined operations in a systematic way, in order to get
relevant uniformity subdomains for the axioms where they occur6.

As usual in testing methods, this decomposition is based on case analysis: the precon-
ditions which occur during the decomposition are composed by conjunction. This is done
until a satisfactory coverage of the cases mentioned in the specification is obtained.
Of course, the level of case coverage is strongly correlated to the size of the data set. It
is not always possible or realistic to push the decomposition too far. At the end of this
section, we give some hints on how to stop the decomposition with relevant associated
uniformity hypotheses.

In order to describe the decomposition of defined operations in a legible way, we assume
that the specification has the following form: for each defined operation f there is a set
of defining axioms where f is the top symbol of the left hand side of the conclusion. Thus
a defining axiom looks like:

precondition⇒ f(t1, . . . , tn) = t

where precondition may be either empty or a conjunction of equations. We assume that
the left hand-side of the conclusion is defined by the right hand-side. Thus, axioms are
implicitly oriented from left to right.

Let us assume that we want to find subdomains for a defining axiom of f .
Let φf = (precondf ⇒ conclf) be this axiom. Suppose that there is an occurrence u of
a defined operation g in φf (which is not the top of the left hand-side of conclf ). Let
φg = (precondg ⇒ g(t1, . . . , tm) = t) be one of the axioms defining g. Let g(a1, . . . , am)
be the subterm at the occurrence u in φf . The unfolding of φf via φg at the occurrence
u can be described in two steps:

• we first replace g(a1, . . . , am) by t in φf at the occurrence u.
Let (precond′ ⇒ concl′) be the resulting formula.

• then we add into precond′ the equalities between the related arguments of g and
the precondition of φg. Thus, the unfolded axiom is the following one:

(precond′ ∧ t1 = a1 ∧ . . . ∧ tm = am ∧ precondg ⇒ concl′)

This unfolding is done at occurrence u with all axioms defining g, giving as many unfolded
axioms as there are axioms defining g.

It appears that for testing φf we have the choice between:

• replacing directly its variables by ground terms which satisfy precondf (without
unfolding), then the corresponding hypothesis is uniformity on the validity domain
of precondf

6The result of these decompositions is a partition of the domain of the axiom where the operations
occur into subdomains. The original axiom, which is unchanged, will be tested once for each subdomain.
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• performing a similar replacement for each of the unfolded axioms. Of course, the
test data set is larger. We get more, but weaker, uniformity hypotheses.

• if there is still some occurrence of a defined operation in one of the unfolded axioms,
continuing the subdomains decomposition by unfolding (before replacing).

When g is f itself (recursive definition of f), this transformation is similar to the classical
Burstall and Darlington’s unfolding of recursive definitions.

It is clear that in most the cases, such a decomposition is infinite. However, assuming
some regularity and uniformity hypotheses (on subdomains), it is possible to make these
decompositions finite, as seen in the example below.

Let us come back to our axiom on sorted (section 2.1), and assume that the defining
axioms of and and ≤ are:

and(true, true) = true ≤(N1, N1) = true

and(true, false) = false <(N1, N2) = true ⇒ ≤(N1, N2) = true

and(false, true) = false <(N2, N1) = true ⇒ ≤(N1, N2) = false

and(false, false) = false

where < is inductively defined on the natural numbers generated, as usual, by zero and
successor. For legibility purpose, these defining axioms explicitly reflects the cases that
we want to cover in the decompositions.

As seen above, a regularity hypothesis of level 2 gives the two following instances:

1. sorted(cons(N1, cons(N2, empty)))
= and( ≤(N1, N2), sorted(cons(N2, empty)))

2. sorted(cons(N1, cons(N2, cons(N3, empty))))
= and( ≤(N1, N2), sorted(cons(N2, cons(N3, empty))))

Let us consider the first equation.

1. From the first axiom of ≤, it comes:

N1 = N2⇒
sorted(cons(N1, cons(N2, empty))) = and(true, sorted(cons(N2, empty)))

From the definition of and, we get two cases:

• the recursive call of sorted is true

N1 = N2 ∧ sorted(cons(N2, empty)) = true =⇒
sorted(cons(N1, cons(N2, empty))) = true

and from the axioms of sorted we get true = true in the precondition, which
can be suppressed (indeed, there are more cases, but each of them lead to an
unsatisfiability in the precondition).
A uniformity hypothesis on the domain of N1 = N2 seems sensible, thus we
stop the decomposition.
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• if the recursive call of sorted is false, we get true = false in the precondition,
thus we ignore this irrelevant case.

2. From the second axiom of ≤, it comes:

<(N1, N2) = true ⇒
sorted(cons(N1, cons(N2, empty))) = and(true, sorted(cons(N2, empty)))

From the axioms of and, we get only one case (following the same method as in 1).

<(N1, N2) = true ∧ sorted(cons(N2, empty)) = true =⇒
sorted(cons(N1, cons(N2, empty))) = true

and from the axioms of sorted we can eliminate sorted(cons(N2, empty)) = true. A
uniformity hypothesis on the domain of <(N1, N2) = true seems sensible, thus we
can stop the decomposition.

3. From the last axiom of ≤, it comes:

<(N2, N1) = true =⇒
sorted(cons(N1, cons(N2, empty))) = and(false, sorted(cons(N2, empty)))

From the axioms of and, we get two cases:

• the recursive call of sorted is true

<(N2, N1) = true ∧ sorted(cons(N2, empty)) = true =⇒
sorted(cons(N1, cons(N2, empty))) = false

and from the axioms of sorted we can eliminate the second equality of the pre-
condition.
As in the previous case, a uniformity hypothesis on the domain of the precon-
dition seems sensible, thus we stop the decomposition.

• if the recursive call of sorted is false, we get a contradiction with the axioms
defining sorted, thus we ignore this case.

All the preconditions of these cases define the coverage we want for the first instance
of the axiom. They define the uniformity subdomains of the domain of the axiom under
test (in this case, the natural numbers, since the axiom is not conditional) as follows:

• N1 = N2

• <(N1, N2) = true

• <(N2, N1) = true

Thus, for the first instance of the axiom generated by regularity, we select three instances
(one for each uniformity subdomain).

For the second instance of the axiom generated by regularity, we follow the same way
and get nine decomposition subdomains defined by:

• N1 = N2 ∧ N2 = N3

• N1 = N2 ∧ <(N2, N3) = true
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• N1 = N2 ∧ <(N3, N2) = true

• <(N1, N2) = true ∧ N2 = N3

• <(N1, N2) = true ∧ <(N2, N3) = true

• <(N1, N2) = true ∧ <(N3, N2) = true

• <(N2, N1) = true ∧ N2 = N3

• <(N2, N1) = true ∧ <(N2, N3) = true

• <(N2, N1) = true ∧ <(N3, N2) = true

Clearly, the selected uniformity subdomains depends both of the axioms of the speci-
fication and of the criteria we choose to stop the decompositions. This is not surprising
since any black-box testing method depends on the specification. We present in the next
section a tool which enables us to stop such decompositions using some control specifi-
cations. This tool provides a mean to automatically compute uniformity subdomains for
each axiom.
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4 Basic tools for automatizing test data selection

This part presents in a detailed way the principles and internal mechanisms of a system
which makes it possible to automatize the approach presented in parts 2 and 3. This sys-
tem takes as input an algebraic specification and some indications on regularity hypotheses
and halting of unfolding. It provides uniformity subdomains and the corresponding test
data. The reader which is not familiar with logic programming techniques can skip this
part and go to part 5 where an example of the use of the system is given. Part 5 refers
to part 4 but is understandable by itself.

Two of the main difficulties in automatizing the selection are:

1. the computation of the elements of a uniformity subdomain

2. the decomposition, using the axioms, of a domain into uniformity subdomains.

we present here a procedure and some control strategies which allow to cope with
these difficulties.

To solve the first point, we need an equational resolution procedure to compute the
solutions of the equations that define a uniformity subdomain, which of course must be
correct (any returned value is a solution) and complete (all the solutions are computed).
In the case of positive conditional axioms, there exist such procedures: the conditional
narrowing presented in [19] for the RAP language; the clausal superposition for equational
Horn clauses presented in [10] for the SLOG language.

In a first step, we performed several experiments for automatizing the test data se-
lection using RAP and SLOG. These experiments allowed us to study and to identify
the specific control mechanisms for the implementation of our selection strategies. The
introduction of these control mechanisms in either RAP or SLOG implied some impor-
tant changes in the interpreters. Thus, we chose to use a general language to simulate
equational resolution and to program the control mechanisms. This language needed to
be efficient enough, since we wanted to get an implementation with acceptable perfor-
mances. We chose Prolog as implementation language, essentially because it includes a
very efficient resolution procedure.

We use an efficient simulation method which avoid to introduce explicitly the axioms
of equality. The principle of this method is well-known, and has been used in numerous
approaches for introducing functions in logic programming [22, 7, 9, 11].

For this simulation, a logic program is built: to each axiom corresponds a Horn clause
without equality. In [7] it is shown that, on the clauses obtained by this transformation,
the standard depth-first control of Prolog provides an efficient simulation of equational
narrowing with leftmost-innermost strategy. This narrowing strategy is comparable to
the SLOG resolution strategy. [11] gives a method for transforming a positive conditional
specification into a logic program. We use the same transformation.

As is section 2.2, some generators are distinguished among the operations of the spec-
ification. A set of generators of s sort is a set of operations Ωs ⊆ Σ such that any term
of s sort can be proved equal to a term made of generators only. For all s in S, we note
WΩ(X )the term algebra generated from the operations of Ωs and the variables of X . The
operations with results in s which do not belong to Ωs are called “defined operations.”
Equational axioms, and conclusions of conditional axioms are implicitly oriented from
left to right: the left-hand-side of an equation (or a conclusion of a conditional axiom) is
considered as defined by the right-hand-side. Some conditions are necessary to ensure the
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computational equivalence between resolution and narrowing: the top symbol of the left-
hand-side of an equation (or a conclusion) must be a defined operation, and the operands
of this operation must belong to WΩ(X )[7]. These conditions forbid, for instance, axioms
between generators such as idempotence or commutativity.

We now present the transformation of a specification into a logic program. This
transformation works in two steps:

1. The first step yields a set of axioms where any equation (in conclusion or precondi-
tion) only contains one occurrence of a defined operation, and it is the top symbol
of its left-hand-side.

2. The second step translates these axioms into a set of Horn clauses by replacing each
equality by a literal.

4.1 Transforming axioms into Horn clauses

First we give the transformation rules for the first step: they allow to transform positive
conditional axioms such that in the transformed conditional axioms all the equations
(both in preconditions and conclusions) are of the form:

f(t1, . . . tn) = t

where f is a defined operation and t, t1, . . . tn belong to WΩ(X ).
Then we describe how to obtain Horn clauses from such axioms. Finally, we recall the

sufficient conditions on the form of the specification which ensure the equivalence between
the equational theory of the initial axioms and SLD resolution on the resulting clauses.

4.1.1 Transformation rules for the first step

Notations: ψ is a conjunction of equations, u is an occurrence in a term, and t[u ← t′]
means: t′ is the subterm of t at the occurrence u.

r1: Simplification of the right-hand-side of a conclusion

ψ ⇒ l = r[u← f(t1, . . . , tn)]

ψ ∧ f(t1, . . . , tn) = X ⇒ l = r[u← X]

where f is a defined operation and X a new variable.

r2: Elimination of a defined operation at the top of the right hand-side of an equation

ψ ∧ f(t1, . . . , tn) = g(t′1, . . . , t
′
m) ⇒ l = r

ψ ∧ f(t1, . . . , tn) = X ∧ g(t′1, . . . , t
′
m) = X ⇒ l = r

where f, g are some defined operations and X is a new variable.
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r3: Elimination of an internal occurrence of defined operation

ψ ∧ t[u← f(t1, . . . , tn)] = t′ ⇒ l = r

ψ ∧ f(t1, . . . , tn) = X ∧ t[u← X] = t′ ⇒ l = r

where f is a defined operation, u is a strict occurrence in t (i.e. f is not the top
symbol of t) and X is a new variable. This rule works both on the right hand-side
and on the left-hand-side of an equation.

r4: Elimination of equation between terms of WΩ(X )

ψ ∧ t = t′ ⇒ l = r

σ(ψ ⇒ l = r)

where t and t′ belong to WΩ(X )and σ is the most general unifier of t and t′ (in the
free Σ-algebra).

4.1.2 Correctness of the transformation

Rules r1, r2, r3 are just specializations of the following straightforward equivalence:

(∀Y )(¬(Y = t) ∨ φ) ⇐⇒ σ(φ)

where = is a congruence, Y is a variable not occurring in t, φ is any formula and σ is the
substitution {Y ← t}.

For rule r4, the equivalence between the initial and resulting axioms is only true when
the initial equational theory contains no equation between different generators. One suf-
ficient condition ensuring the non-existence of equation between generators in the initial
theory is that: there is no axiom defining a generator; and, when orienting from left to
right the conclusions of the axioms, the set of axioms is a convergent (confluent and ter-
minating) term rewrite system.

Now let us come back to the rule r4. Under this later condition, if there is no unifier
of t and t′, then the axiom is meaningless and can be discarded (in our system, a warning
is issued to the user in this case).

We have the following properties: rules r2, r3, r4 neither remove nor create cases
where rule r1 is applicable; rules r3 and r4 neither remove nor create cases where rule r2
is applicable; rule r4 neither removes nor creates cases where rule r3 is applicable. Thus
we choose the following control:

1. apply r1 as long as possible,

2. apply r2 as long as possible,

3. apply r3 as long as possible,

4. apply r4 as long as possible,

It is obvious that, with this control, the transformation terminates. We give in appendix
the proof that, up to the symmetry of the equalities occurring in the precondition, the
transformed axioms are of the form:

f1(t1,1, . . . , t1,n1
) = r1 ∧ fm(tm,1, . . . , tm,nm

) = rm =⇒ f(t1, . . . , tn) = r

where f, fi are defined operations and ti,j, rk and r belong to WΩ(X ).
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4.1.3 Last step of the transformation

From the axioms above, a set of Horn clauses is built by replacing, in each axiom, every
equation f(t1, . . . , tn) = t by a literal f̃(t1, . . . , tn, t). It means that, with each defined
operation f of arity n, is associated a relation name f̃ of arity n+ 1. The last operand of
f̃ corresponds to the result of f. The generators are left unchanged.

4.1.4 Examples

Let us consider the classical axioms for defining the addition operation in natural numbers,
generated by zero and successor:

add(0, N) = N → 1st step → add(0, N) = N
add(s(N), M) = s(add(N, M)) add(N, M) = K ⇒ add(s(N), M) = s(K)

where N, M and K are variables of Nat sort. When applying the second step of the
transformation, the Horn clauses obtained for these axioms are:

add(0, N,N).

add(s(N),M, s(K)) :−
add(N,M,K).

The binary operation add becomes a ternary relation (by notation abuse we still note add

instead of ˜add). We use the usual clausal notation: ⇐ is noted “: −” and ∧ is noted
“,”. The two clauses above are a Prolog program which defines the addition of natural
numbers.

We are not only interested in the translation of axioms into Prolog. As seen in section
3, the test data selection implies the resolution of equational problems such as:

t1 = u1 ∧ . . . ∧ tn = un

Such a problem is transformed into a Prolog goal (negative clause) just as preconditions
of conditional axioms in the transformation above.
For instance, the problem

add(add(0, Y),s(X)) = s(s(Z)) ∧ Y = s(T)
↓

1st step
↓

add(0, s(T)) = U ∧ add(U, s(X)) = s(s(Z)) with σ : {Y ← s(T )}

where X, Y, Z, T, U are variables of Nat sort. The second step of the transformation
leads to the following goal:

:− add(0, s(T), U), add(U, s(X), s(s(Z))).

with the substitution σ : {Y ← s(T )}.
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4.1.5 SLD resolution versus equational reasoning

We give here some sufficient conditions on the initial specification which ensure the com-
pleteness of SLD resolution on the resulting Horn clauses with respect to the equational
theory underlying the initial axioms.

These conditions were mentioned initially in [7]. They correspond to the ones given
in [10] for the completeness of SLOG:

1. When orienting the axiom conclusions from left to right, the resulting conditional
rewrite system is terminating (for any term, after a finite number of applications of
the rewrite rules, one obtains a normal form, i.e. a term where it is impossible to
apply one of the rules) and confluent (for any term, the normal form is unique).

2. There is no axiom defining a generator : the top symbol of the left-hand-side of an
equation (or a conclusion of a conditional axiom) must be a defined operation.

3. In the left-hand-side of an equation (or a conclusion of conditional axiom), the
operands are terms of WΩ(X ).

4. The specification is complete with respect to the generators: any ground term of
WΣ is equal to a term of WΩ (which is unique, from the first condition).

When the specification fulfills these conditions, the SLD resolution on the resulting clauses
provides a unification procedure correct and complete (for the solutions in normal form)
for the equality defined by the initial axioms.

The system we have developed is based on the transformation we have presented,
Prolog resolution and some specific control. Thus the specifications it can process must
satisfy the four conditions above. Moreover, all the variable instances in the resulting test
data sets are in normal form, i.e. belong to WΩ. This is not restrictive since, as said in
section 2, the operations in Ω generate all the values.

4.2 Using a complete search strategy

The standard control strategy in Prolog is depth-first search. It is not satisfactory for
our purpose since, when there is an infinite path in the resolution tree of a problem, the
solutions which are reachable by some other path may never be generated. As we want to
get data sets which are valid with respect to the selection hypotheses discussed in section
3, we need a control strategy which is complete and moreover sufficiently efficient.

A well-known strategy which is complete for our purpose, is the breadth-first search.
However, its implementation requires numerous copies of the problem, and complex mech-
anisms for aliasing of terms, variables, literal, etc.
Thus we have chosen a strategy which is a good compromise between the depth-first
search and the breadth-first search: the “iterative depth-first” search consists in stating a
bound k for the depth in the resolution tree. When a resolution path reaches this bound,
the state of the resolution is stored and the search backtracks to try another choice of
clause. Thus the resolution is complete for the solutions which are reachable by a depth
less than k in the resolution. If no solution is reached for this bound, if there exist some
memorized states of resolution, the process is started again from these states with a new
bound k + k′ (one can notice that if k = k′ = 1, it is equivalent to breadth-first search, if
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k =∞ it is equivalent to depth-first search). As the choice of k and k′ strongly depends
on the problem to be solved, we have left them as parameters of our system.

4.3 The termination problem

It is well known that Prolog programs do not always terminate, and the choice of the itera-
tive depth-first control is far from solving this problem. For instance, even if this strategy
is complete, it does not detect the unsatisfiabilities which correspond to contradictions
with the axioms.

Example: Given the logic program defining the addition in natural numbers,
let us consider the equational problem:

add(add(s(X), Y), Z) = 0

This is an unsatisfiable problem: the sum of a natural number greater than
0 with an other natural number cannot be equal to 0. The transformation of
this problem in a Prolog goal returns:

:− add(s(X), Y, T), add(T, Z, 0).

The iterative depth-first search does not terminate on this goal: the resolution
of the first literal yields successively for T all the natural numbers, and each
time the resolution of the second literal fails.
However, if the initial problem is rewritten via the axioms which define add,
it becomes:

s(add(add(X, Y), Z)) = 0

In this form, the unsatisfiability is detected at once since there is no equation
between different generators in the theory.

From this example, it appears that rewriting should be used as a simplification tool
before each resolution step. This simplification not only provides a way to detect some
unsatisfiabilities, but it turns out to decrease in a significant way the size of the resolution
tree.

Moreover, as the axioms determine a confluent and terminating rewrite system (cf
section 4.1) this simplification is deterministic, and it preserves the correctness and com-
pleteness properties. Thus we have integrated this simplification in our system, after
adapting it to rewriting of literals, as it is done in [11]. This mechanism was also used in
the conditional narrowing algorithms of RAP and SLOG.

In the system, the command “rewrite(true)” causes a simplification by rewriting before
each resolution step. If the user prefers not to use it, he can use the “rewrite(false)”
command.

4.4 Random choice of clauses

As seen in section 3, a uniformity subdomain is defined by a conjunction of equations.
Thus, selecting some test data under uniformity hypotheses in a given subdomain requires
the resolution of a conjunction of equations. Under uniformity hypotheses, we need only
one solution. But it is clear that always retaining the first solution given by the iterative
depth-first control is much too deterministic for our purpose: we want an arbitrary value
of the subdomain, and very often, the first solution is far from being an arbitrary value.
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For instance, if an operation is recursively defined with the initial cases first, then the
first returned solutions are the values corresponding to those cases. However, we do not
require actual randomness in the order of the solution : any non determinism in the order
of solutions is quite sufficient.

In order to ensure such a non deterministic order of the solutions, we have implemented
a random choice strategy among the clauses which are applicable for a given literal.

Example: Given the operation < : Nat × Nat → Boolean (less than), and
the logic program (obtained by transformation of its axioms):

<(X, 0, false).

<(0, s(X), true).

<(s(X), s(Y ), B) :−
<(X, Y,B).

We want to solve the equation <(X, 3) = true. With depth-first search we get
the solutions in the following order:

X = 0; X = 1; X = 2;

with a random-choice strategy for the choice of the clauses, we can get one of
the following sequence:

X = 1; X = 2; X = 0;

X = 2; X = 1; X = 0;

X = 0; X = 1; X = 2;

However, all the permutations of these three solutions are not possible, since
the back-tracking induces a partial order on solutions.

This is the way we have implemented selection in uniformity subdomain. In our
system, this kind of control is activated and disactivated by the commands “ran-
dom choice(true)” and “random choice(false).”

4.5 Decomposition into uniformity subdomains

It remains to provide a tool for the decomposition of the domain of an equational problem
into uniformity subdomains. This tool uses some control specifications in order to stop
the decomposition. As seen in Section 3, one simple way to do this decomposition is
to recursively replace each defined operation occurring in the equational problem (to be
decomposed) by the cases corresponding to the axioms which define it.

The coverage of the cases occurring in the axioms is already provided by the resolution
since all the axioms are tried. Thus, what we need is a mechanism which stops the
resolution of a literal when this literal defines a domain where it seems sensible to apply
a uniformity hypothesis.

Example: We now consider the operation ≤ : Nat × Nat → Boolean, with
the corresponding logic program (cf. Section 3):

C1: ≤(X,X, true).

C2: ≤(X, Y, true) :− <(X, Y, true).

C3: ≤(X, Y, false) :− <(Y,X, true).
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Assume we want to decompose the problem ≤(N1, N2) = true until we get
equations of the forms N1 = N2, <(N1, N2) = true.

The resolution of this problem builds the following search tree:

≤(N1, N2, true) {}

ւC1 ցC2

2 {N1 = N2} <(N1, N2, true) {}

...

Here, each node of the tree contains a resolvent and a substitution. The edges
are labeled by the clause used to solve the underlined literal in the resolvent of
the origin node. 2 is the empty resolvent, and {} is the identity substitution.

When continuing the construction of the tree under <(N1, N2, true), one will
get in the leaves of the tree, the possible values for N1 and N2.
On this very simple example, it is easy to see that if the resolution of a literal
of the form < (N1, N2, true) is stopped, the leaves of the tree contain the
decompositions we want (i.e. N1 = N2 and <(N1, N2) = true.)

Several logic programming languages (MU-PROLOG [24], METALOG [8]) allow the pro-
grammer to specify the conditions for performing the resolution of a literal. This induces a
strategy for the choice of the literal to be solved which preserves correctness and complete-
ness. This specification is written via meta-clauses which define specific meta-predicates.
The meta-clause below defines, via the wait meta-predicate, the conditions for delaying
the resolution of its argument:

wait(<(A,B, true)) :− var(A), var(B).

This means that, if the resolvent contains a literal of the form <(A,B, true) and if its
operands A and B are variables, then this literal won’t be selected for resolution.

We have implemented this control for the choice of the literal to be solved. Thus, the
answers of the resolution procedure are couples (substitution, constraint). A constraint is
a list of literals waiting for subsequent resolution. Moreover, we have introduced a new
mode which allows one to force the resolution of constraints. This mode is activated by
the command constraints(false). The command constraints(true) forbids the resolution of
the constraints: when a resolvent contains waiting literals only, the resolution is stopped
(for this path of the search tree, of course).
When this command is activated, the system builds (from the specification and the wait
clauses) a set of uniformity subdomains for each axiom. These uniformity subdomains
are defined by a conjunction of constraints and substitutions (where the substitutions are
seen as conjunction of equations).

For efficiency reasons, we have introduced a heuristic for the choice of the literals. It
gives priority to literals which do not unify with any head of clause, and to those which
are unifiable to a unique head of clause.

Summing-up, the selection strategy of the literal to be solved is:

1. choose the first (in sequence) literal of the resolvent which is not unifiable with a
head of clause (thus there will be a local failure),
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2. then, among the literals of the resolvent which are not affected by a “wait”, choose
the first literal which is unifiable to a minimum of heads of clauses (deterministic
literals have priority)

4.6 Strategies for regularity and uniformity hypotheses

In this subsection, we show how to use this set of tools for implementing some selection
strategies compatible with the hypothesis of regularity on the generators of a sort s (Ωs-
regularity) and the uniformity hypothesis.

As in section 2, we need a canonical complexity measure on terms of s sort in WΣ that
do not contain defined operations of s sort (i.e. terms of s sort belonging to W∆Ω+Σ1+...Σn

).
We note complexitys this measure. Its value is the number of occurrences of a generator
of s:

∀f : s1 × . . .× sn → s ∈ Ωs, complexitys(f(t1, . . . , tn)) = 1 + Σ1≤i≤ncomplexitys(ti)

It is not difficult to generate automatically the axioms defining this measure as soon as
the signature is given.

Selecting a test data set corresponding to Ωs-regularity of level n for a variable X, is
reduced to the resolution of the equational problem:

≤(complexitys(X), n) = true
which, by transformation becomes:

:− complexitys(X,C), ≤(C, n, true).

It is also possible to use the resolution procedure to select test data sets corresponding
to uniformity on a sort s: given the generators of s, it is possible to construct the axioms
defining a typing function: is a s : s → Boolean

∀f : s1 × . . .× sn → s ∈ Ωs

is a s1(t1) = true ∧ . . . ∧ is a sn(tn) = true ⇒ is a s(f(t1, . . . , tn)) = true

The application of a uniformity hypothesis on s for a variable X is done by computing
the first solution of the goal:

:− is a s(X, true).

with a random strategy for the choice of the clauses.

Example: The generators of the NatList sort are empty :→ NatList and
cons : Nat × NatList → NatList. One builds automatically the following
definition of is a NatList:

is a NatList(empty) = true

is a Nat(X) = true ∧ is a NatList(L) = true
⇒ is a NatList(cons(X,L)) = true

Applying a uniformity hypothesis on NatList for a variable L consists in solving
(after transformation of the axioms) the goal:

:− is a NatList(L, true).
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The system will return, for instance:

L = cons(5, cons(0, empty))

In our system, the command make tests tools(“spec name”) causes the automatic con-
struction of a complexity function and of a typing function for each sort defined in the
specification module “spec name.” The resulting axioms are stored in a specification mod-
ule spec name test which uses the modules defining the required sorts and operations. For
instance, the NATLIST specification module defines the NatList sort and uses the Nat
sort. Thus, the module NATLIST test uses the modules: NATLIST, NAT test, NAT,
BOOLEAN. These two last modules are needed for the complexity function which is of
range Nat , and for the typing function which is of range Boolean.

The next (and last) section of this paper shows how to use our system for selecting
test data sets for axioms of the NATLIST specification. We have chosen these axiom in
order to exercise all the selection strategies presented here.
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5 An example of test data set selection using our

system

We briefly present the functionalities of our system. Then we show on an example how
to use it for selecting test data sets.

5.1 Overview of the system

Our system accepts as input structured positive conditional specifications as defined in
Section 2.1. The transformation of the axioms of a specification module into Horn clauses
is automatically done when the user asks for compilation of this module. Note that the
user never sees the internal form and he/she always works with his/her original specifica-
tion. In addition, the user can control the resolution strategy defining “wait” expressions
for some operations of the module spec name in a module called spec name.ctrl which is
automatically consulted when the module spec name is loaded.

The main tool of the system is an interpreter. This interpreter can work in two modes:
the command mode, and the request mode.

• In the command mode, it is possible to compile specification modules, to get the
“listing” of a specification or of an operation, to generate a specification module
including the complexity and typing functions seen in section 4, to modify the
various parameters of the resolution procedure via the commands described in the
previous section.

• In the request mode, it is possible to solve equational problems of the form:

:− eq1, . . . , eqn.

where the eqi are equations between terms of WΣ(X ) of the same sort. The solutions
obtained are couples of substitution and constraint. The constraint is empty if the
command constraints(false) has been used: there is no stop on constraints of the
resolution.

The transformation of a problem into a conjunction of literals is done automatically
when parsing the text of the problem.

The user can ask for one solution only with the strategy of random choice of the clauses,
and without stop on constraints (i.e. the selection strategy on a uniformity subdomain)
by putting a question mark as a prefix of the problem. For instance:

:− ?(eq1, . . . , eqn ).

This construction can be used anywhere and several times in the same request:

:− pb1, ?(pb2), pb3.

First, the system computes a couple (σ1, constraint1) by parameterized resolution of
pb1. Second, it considers the problem pb′2 = {constraint1, σ1(pb2)}, and computes one
solution (σ2, ∅) with the strategy of random choice of the clauses, and without stop
on constraints (constraint1 is solved with σ1(pb2), giving no constraints as there is no
stop on constraints). Finally, it returns a couple (σ3, constraint3) which is a solution of
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pb3′ = sigma2(sigma1(pb3)).

Before starting some test data set selection for the axioms of the spec module, the
user ask for the creation of a module called spec test which contains the definitions of
the complexity and typing functions for the sorts which are defined in spec. He also can
modify the module spec test.ctrl by adding some “wait” meta-clauses.

5.2 Examples of test data set selections

We recall the defining axioms of sorted from the specification NATLIST.

sorted(empty) = true

sorted(cons(N1, empty)) = true

sorted(cons(N1, cons(N2, L))) = and( ≤(N1, N2), sorted(cons(N2, L)))

where N1, N2 belong to Nat and L belongs to NatList. The and and ≤ operations are
defined as in section 3.

We now describe precisely the selection of a test data set for every defining axioms of
sorted. As the elementary tests are equations between Boolean terms, there is no problem
of observability: this sort is trivially observable. In non observable cases, the construction
of observable contexts for the selected elementary tests can be done after this first selection
phase.

We assume that the NATLIST test specification has been created and loaded
(NATLIST test.ctrl is automatically loaded). All the required specification modules, all
the complexity and typing functions are available.

5.2.1 First defining axiom of sorted

There is no variable occurring in this axiom. Thus, the only selected test is:

sorted(empty) = true

5.2.2 Second defining axiom of sorted

Only one variable occurs in this axiom. It has the imported sort Nat. We apply uniformity
hypothesis on Nat.

For that, we use the typing function is a Nat : Nat→ Boolean which was automati-
cally generated in the NAT test module (c.f. section 4.6).
We request one solution of the problem is a Nat(N1) = true with the strategy of random
choice of the clauses:

:− ?(is a Nat(N1:Nat) = true).

We get as answer: N1 = 5.

Thus the only test for the second axiom of sorted is:

sorted(cons(5, empty)) = true
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5.2.3 Third defining axiom of sorted

We now consider the last defining axiom of sorted.

sorted(cons(N1, cons(N2, L))) = and( ≤(N1, N2), sorted(cons(N2, L)))

The N1 and N2 variables are of the Nat sort, which is imported. The L variable is of
defined sort NatList. Thus we apply a regularity hypothesis (of level 2) to L. For that,
we use the complexity function on NatList in the following request:

:− ≤(complexityNatList(L:NatList), 2) = true.

which returns two solutions:

L = empty;

L = cons(X:Nat, empty);

We now have two instances of the axioms, where there is no more variable of NatList sort:

sorted(cons(N1, cons(N2, empty)))
= and( ≤(N1, N2), sorted(cons(N2, empty)))

sorted(cons(N1, cons(N2, cons(X, empty))))
= and( ≤(N1, N2), sorted(cons(N2, cons(X, empty))))

The defining axioms of and, ≤ and sorted give the cases which must be covered. Thus
we decompose the right hand sides of the two above instances via these axioms (as in
Section 3).

The ≤ operation is defined in term of the < operation. Let us assume that we want to
cover the corresponding cases and that we want to stop the decomposition at < (i.e. we do
not want to analyze the cases introduced by the definition of <). We get three uniformity
subdomains definitions (see section 3): M = N, <(M,N) = true and <(N,M) = true.

The computation of this decomposition uses the ”stop on constraints” mode. We need
to define a “wait” meta-clause which will stop the decomposition of < .

wait(<(N :Nat,M :Nat) = B:Boolean) :−
var(B)→

and(or(var(N), var(M)), N =/= 0,M =/= 0)
| B == true→

var(M)
| var(N).

The meaning of Cond1 → Cond2 | Cond3 is if Cond1 is provable then prove Cond2
else prove Cond3, and == and =/= are respectively syntactic equality and syntactic
difference.

The control of the resolution defined by this meta-clause is: if an equation of the form
<(N,M) = B occurs in a resolvent and if N, M, B are not instancied enough for ensuring
that this equation has a finite number of solutions, then the resolution of this equation is
delayed.

From the form of the defining axioms of ≤, it it clear that the resolution of an equation
≤(M,N) = B will lead to equations <(N,M) = true, <(M,N) = true or M = N (but
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M = N appears only on the substitution part of the solution). The above control will
block the resolution of the two remaining equations if M and N are not instancied. It is
possible to give a simpler control. The interest of the one given above is that it avoids
efficiently some cases of non termination; thus it makes the resolution more efficient.

Generally, the statement of the “wait” meta-clauses is not easy. These meta-clauses
are not only useful to describe the selection strategy, they also allow one to define efficient
control for resolution. Some work on the automatic definition of meta-clauses, in simpler
cases, is reported in [25].

Given the meta-clause above, the decomposition of the first instance of the axiom is
obtained, using the resolution with stop on constraints, by the request below:

:− and( ≤(N1:Nat,N2:Nat), sorted(cons(N2, empty))) =B:Boolean.

which returns as solutions:

N1 = N2, B = true;

B = true,
constraint = {<(N1, N2) = true};

B = false,
constraint = {<(N2, N1) = true};

These solutions correspond to the definitions of uniformity subdomains. To get directly
arbitrary solutions in these subdomains, it is possible to use the request:

:− and( ≤(N1:Nat,N2:Nat), sorted(cons(N2, empty))) = B:Boolean, ?().

The ?() construct must immediately follow some equations. After the resolution of
these equations, which yields some constraints and substitutions, it activates the selection
strategy corresponding to uniformity hypotheses on the subdomains. Thus we get as
solutions:

N1 = 2, N2 = 2, B = true;

N1 = 0, N2 = s(X:Nat), B = true;

N1 = s(s(s(s(X:Nat)))), N2 = 3, B = false;

The two last solutions contain a variable of Nat sort. As it is an imported sort, we apply
a uniformity hypothesis on Nat via the request ?(is a Nat(N1) = true, is a Nat(N2) =
true), which is added in the previous request:

:− and( ≤(N1:Nat,N2:Nat), sorted(cons(N2, empty))) = B:Boolean, ?(),
?(is a Nat(N1) = true, is a Nat(N2) = true).

The ?() part of the request could be omitted. However, for a better efficiency of the
resolution, it is necessary to dissociate the selection in the uniformity subdomains built
by decomposition, from the uniformity hypothesis on Nat. The final ground solutions are:

N1 = 5, N2 = 5, B = true;

N1 = 1, N2 = 3, B = true;

N1 = 9, N2 = 7, B = false;
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Thus we have built the following test data set for the first instance of the axiom (the
instance corresponding to complexityNatList(L) = 1)

sorted(cons(5, cons(5, empty))) = and( ≤(5, 5), sorted(cons(5, empty)))

sorted(cons(1, cons(3, empty))) = and( ≤(1, 3), sorted(cons(3, empty)))

sorted(cons(9, cons(7, empty))) = and( ≤(9, 7), sorted(cons(7, empty)))

For the second instance, which corresponds to complexityNatList(L) = 2, the method is
similar. The request below realize a selection strategy compatible with the hypotheses
used for the first instance:

:− and( ≤(N1:Nat,N2:Nat), sorted(cons(N2, cons(X:Nat, empty)))) =B:Boolean,
?(), ?(is a Nat(N1) = true, is a Nat(N2) = true, is a Nat(X) = true).

The resulting test data set for the second instance is:

sorted(cons(2, cons(2, cons(2, empty)))) = and( ≤(2, 2), sorted(cons(2, cons(2, empty))))

sorted(cons(0, cons(0, cons(4, empty)))) = and( ≤(0, 0), sorted(cons(0, cons(4, empty))))

sorted(cons(4, cons(4, cons(2, empty)))) = and( ≤(4, 4), sorted(cons(4, cons(2, empty))))

sorted(cons(0, cons(1, cons(1, empty)))) = and( ≤(0, 1), sorted(cons(1, cons(1, empty))))

sorted(cons(0, cons(2, cons(3, empty)))) = and( ≤(0, 2), sorted(cons(2, cons(3, empty))))

sorted(cons(1, cons(2, cons(0, empty)))) = and( ≤(1, 2), sorted(cons(2, cons(0, empty))))

sorted(cons(3, cons(0, cons(0, empty)))) = and( ≤(3, 0), sorted(cons(0, cons(0, empty))))

sorted(cons(5, cons(0, cons(5, empty)))) = and( ≤(5, 0), sorted(cons(0, cons(5, empty))))

sorted(cons(6, cons(2, cons(1, empty)))) = and( ≤(6, 2), sorted(cons(2, cons(1, empty))))

The test data set for the third defining axiom of sorted is the union of the two data sets
above.
By construction, the corresponding testing context refinement is the following: the reg-
ularity and uniformity hypotheses mentioned above are added to the hypotheses; in the
test data set, the third defining axiom is replaced by the selected elementary tests above;
and the oracle is the built-in equality on booleans.

When all the axioms of the NATLIST specification module are treated in the same
way, the resulting testing context is practicable, as proved in Section 2.

One can remark that it is possible to ”program” complex selection strategies with
one request only. For instance, in our example, there is no necessity to separate the
selection step which corresponds to regularity, as we have done for explanatory purposes.
The global selection strategy, i.e. regularity of level 2, uniformity on the subdomains
obtained by decomposition, uniformity on the remaining Nat variables can be realized by
the following request:

:− ≤(complexityNatList(L:NatList), 2) = true,
and( ≤(N1:Nat,N2:Nat), sorted(cons(N2, L))) =B:Boolean,
?(), ?(is a Nat(N1) = true, is a Nat(N2) = true, is a NatList(L) = true).

The resolution of the equation is a NatList(L) = true makes it possible to apply a
selection strategy corresponding to a uniformity hypothesis on all the subterms of Nat
sort occurring in L. The solutions of this request allow to build a test data set similar to
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the previous one. Of course the instances selected by uniformity may differ.

The system we have presented here provides a sort of kernel language for programming
test data selection from algebraic specifications. This kernel has been carefully designed,
on sound theoretical bases: we think it is a good starting point for the development of an
integrated, well interfaced environment for designing test data sets from formal specifica-
tions (as a by-product, it would be a very nice prototyping environment).

The example we have presented here is not a toy example: generating relevant test
data sets for sorted lists is difficult, more difficult than most of the practical problems.
At this moment, the system is experienced on a large specification, namely the embedded
software of the automatic pilot system of the Lyon subway [6], and some data sets have
been generated for some modules of the specification. It is too early to state conclusions,
but until now, only simple requests have been necessary for this industrial example.
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Comparison with previous and related works

The work reported here is the continuation of the works reported in [2, 3, 5, 17, 23] on
the generation of test data sets from algebraic specifications using logic programming.

Even if there is some general agreement that using logic programming for assisting
program testing is a good idea [12, 26], and that deriving test data sets from specification
is interesting [27, 29, 28] , there are few other published works in this area.

A pioneering work on test methods based on algebraic specifications was [16] where
the idea of exercising the axioms, via the procedures of the program under test, was first
presented.

More recently, [13] used the uniformity and regularity hypotheses, as defined in [2] for
testing a Unix-like directory structure against a OBJ-UMIST specification.

In [34], the idea of using constraints, first advocated in [5], is pushed further; Generic
Constraint Logic Programming is experienced with an aim different from ours, which is
to address incompleteness in analysis.

The main advances reported in this paper are:

• the definition of the concept of a testing context as a triple (hypotheses, test data
set, oracle), and of a refinement preorder on such testing contexts;

• the introduction of oracle hypotheses, and more generally of a satisfactory way of
coping with the oracle problem (it was not the case in [3]);

• an attempt to enlarge the class of formal specifications considered. As shown in
section 1, this generalization works well but for the unbias properties and the oracle
problem which are dealt with in the specialized framework of algebraic specifications.
We intend to continue in this direction;

• the replacement of the notion of generation by the notion of selection: it allows a
very nice justification of the way the test data sets are refined;

• the existence of a specialized system which allows to program various selection
strategies, which are justified theoretically.
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Appendix: Form of the axioms resulting from the first

step of the transformation

We have to prove that the axioms resulting from the transformation presented in section
4.1 are of the form:

f1(t1,1, . . . , t1,n1
) = r1 ∧ fm(tm,1, . . . , tm,nm

) = rm =⇒ f(t1, . . . , tn) = r

where f, fi are defined operations and ti,j, rk and r belong to WΩ(X ).

• The form of the left hand-side of the conclusion is a direct consequence of the form
of the initial axiom.

• For the right hand-side of the conclusion, r, if it contains an occurrence of a defined
operation, r1 is applicable; this is impossible since the control apply r1 while possible.

• For the equalities of the precondition: let us note s1 = s2 such an equality.

1. If both s1 and s2 are WΩ(X ) terms, r4 is applicable.

2. Else, if either s1 or s2 contains a strict occurrence of a defined operation, r3 is
applicable.

3. Else, if both the top symbols of s1 and s2 are defined operations, r2 is applicable.

In these three cases there is a contradiction with the control. Thus either s1 or s2

belong to WΩ(X ). Then, up to the symmetry of these equalities, all the equalities
in the precondition are of the defined form.
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